
 

 

BALL MASTERY 
The objective of this activity is to get every player with a ball as many touches of the ball 
as possible in as short a period of time as we can. We also want to take the players 
engaged in practicing as many of our Core Technical Skills as they can. 
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SET UP & ACTIVITY 
Create a rectangle within which your players are going to work on their Ball Mastery skills. 
To start make the rectangle fairly large to give players lots of space to operate as this is an 
introductory session. You can always reduce the space if you want to make the activity 
more challenging. 

In this session you will be introducing and demonstrating our Core Technical Skills and then 
letting the players try them while you help individual players with technique correction. 

• Impress on your players that Speed is not the goal of the activity to start, trying to 
perfect the technique and do it perfectly is what you are looking for 

• The second objective is to keep the ball under close control at all times and try not to let 
your ball hit any other player, any other players ball and Don’t let your ball out of the 
grid. 

GUIDED DISCOVERY QUESTIONS 

1. How can we keep the ball close to us at all times? 
Take small touches/ soft touches 

2. Why do we want to keep the ball close to us in a game? 
To make it harder for the other team to take the ball from us 

3. How can we make sure we don’t run into another player? 
Look around. Don’t look at the ball all the time. Take a look at the ball then look around 
to see where other players are so we can avoid them. 

4. How can we make sure we don’t dribble our ball out of the grid what do we need to do? 
Look around and make sure we know when we are getting close to the edge of the grid. 
Stop or change when we get to the edge of the grid to stay inside. 

5. If you feel like your ball is getting away or out of control what can you do? 
Stop our ball. Change the direction we are dribbling so we stay inside the grid. 



ACTIVITIES 

In this session we are going to add lots of short dribbling and other movements in-between 
each skill. 

Demonstrate the skill then have players try the skill for a set period of time (30 Seconds) or 
perform a set number of repetitions (20 of each) focus on great technique not speed. 

• TOE TOUCHES 
On The Spot (20 Repetitions) 
Dribble Your Ball To A New Spot In The Grid 
Slow Toe Touches 20 Seconds - Fast Toe Touches 20 Seconds 
Switch Balls With Another Player 
Toe Touch Rolls Forwards 
Switch Back To Your Ball 
Toe Touches Sideways 10 Touches one Way Stop Then 10 Touches Back The Other Way 
Dribble Your Ball To Another Spot In the Grid 

• Toe Touches Around The Ball 

• FOUNDATIONS 
Foundations On The Spot (20 Repetitions) 
Dribble Your Ball To A New Spot In The Grid 
Slow Foundations 20 Seconds - Fast Foundations 20 Seconds 
Switch Balls With Another Player 
Foundations Forwards & Backwards 
Switch Back To Your Ball 
Foundations Sideways 10 Touches one Way Stop Then 10 Touches Back The Other Way 
Dribble Your Ball To Another Spot In the Grid 
Foundations Touches Around The Ball 

• SOLE ROLL FOUNDATIONS 
Transfer the ball from right foot to left foot using the sole of the foot 

• PULL BACKS 
Combine touches and dribbling with each move 
 
Pull Backs - Touch Forward Inside Foot 
Pull Backs - Touch Forward Outside Foot 
Pull Backs - Touch Forward Laces 

• DRAG BACKS 
One Foot  



Alternate Foot 
Circle Motion 
Drag and Quarter Turn Add Dribble in-between Each Drag And Turn 

• SOLE ROLES 
In partners, make this a race then switch partners in-between each move 
 
Left Foot 
Right Foot 
Alternate Foot 

• V PULLS MOVE 
 
Combine touches and dribbling with these moves 
Right Foot Drag Ball To Centre Touch Inside Foot 
Right Foot Drag Ball To Centre Touch Outside Foot 
Combine Right & Left Foot 

• RECEIVING THE BALL 
Players In Pairs Have Players stand opposite each other keep them fairly close. Player A 
will roll the ball. along the ground to their partner who will practice receiving the ball. 

Receive with sole of foot 10 each foot dribble it back 
Receive with inside of foot 10 each foot dribble it back 
Receive with sole of foot 10 each foot pass it back 
Receive with inside of foot 10 each foot pass it back 

Start with rolling the ball so the accuracy is good as the players improve replace rolling 
with passing.


